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To this day, I am firmly committed
to my belief that owners and
agents must build strong
relationships with each other, be
willing to share knowledge and
know-how, and learn to ask –
even to rely on – each other for
help. You don’t compete with
each other; you work toward the
same professional objectives. By
doing that, everyone wins and
there are not only fewer mistakes
and failures... but also greater
success.

Interesting way to start wooing you, don't you agree? But we thought it important to
start right out letting you know that we made a choice to be better, not bigger. So, we
may not be for you if you're looking to be with the biggest company, who has the
shiniest business cards and flashiest television spots.
We've found that by being very selective everyone is happier. Most important, for
those who do choose a career at Windermere, we want the experience to be
everything you hoped for. And we want you to be successful and happy.
If you do join us you will find that we are a collection of interesting, passionate,
committed people who truly believe they are building vibrant and livable communities.
Oh, and one other thing, we think you should know sales people need not apply.
Yes, selling is certainly a big part of what we do; but, it is a small part of who we are.
We prefer advisers, advocates, experts, counselors, friends, neighbors and the
occasional gadfly. We are relentless in the pursuit of helping people realize their
dreams which is a far more interesting and ultimately, rewarding notion.
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If you are still eagerly reading we should probably talk. But before that, read some
more about this state of mind called Windermere.
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